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Britain is a harsh country. The weather is unforgiving, the economic climate consistently has its ups
and downs and the population is known internationally for its propensity to whinge. However, perhaps
due to these difficult conditions, Britain is also a
place where people aren’t afraid to fantasise or to
aspire. It is a creative country with culture instilled
in its DNA.
Historically, England has been known for its
art, theatre, music and literature, but on a level
below the surface, it is a country where imagination
makes up the fabric of society. England is a nation
of eccentrics. It is full of people who love dressing
up and showing off, and who have an absolute,
unwavering need to express themselves. In part
perhaps due to its dense population, it is also a
nation of people willing to accept them, or at the
very least to give them room. Whether a drag queen
living in a seaside town, a suburban girl inspired
by dreams of glamorous Las Vegas, a businessman
who spends his weekends encased in a full body
rubber suit, mods, rockers or punks, Britain is a
country of individuals. And, as a photographer,
Iain McKell’s work both captures, and is a testament
to, that distinct British individuality.
McKell spent his childhood living in Weymouth,
Dorset, an English seaside town that is, as all are,
ultimately transient in nature. This nature was
intensified, in McKell’s case, growing up in a hotel
with guests constantly coming and going. For four
months of the year, these sort of resorts are full
of people looking to lose their inhibitions, to relax,
and for the following eight, are ghost towns of
empty amusement arcades, closed fairgrounds
and shuttered fish-and-chip shops. It was in this
environment that McKell’s eye first started to be
educated, as he observed the ever-changing
conveyor belt of visitors that came and went. It is
this notion of transience, coupled with a holidaylike desire to have fun, to have an adventure,
that has become central to his work.

Rather than picking up a camera at a young
age, McKell came to his medium in a less direct
way. He initially started taking pictures during a
graphic design course at Exeter College of Art and
Design, where the faculty of the fine arts department were to have a profound influence on him
and his later work. Yet it was only on revisiting
Weymouth in the summer holidays before returning
for a final year that he would approach his home
town with the advantage of distance. It was then he
started to formulate his style.
Coming back to a place he knew but no longer
had a great deal of attachment to – he had been
educated at Clifton College, a public boarding
school on the outskirts of Bristol before leaving
for art college – meant McKell learnt early on that
he could be both subjective and objective in his
images. He is the observer in his pictures but not
the voyeur, often capturing his subjects’ reaction to
him or a situation that he was in fact at the centre
of. Spending his first summer after college working
as a tourist portrait photographer on the seafront in
Weymouth with a squirrel monkey as a prop (‘I was
20 years old and having a good time, meeting girls
and getting a tan,’ he describes), McKell not only
shot what he was employed to, but also began to
capture a part of himself. ‘I was capturing moments
of that, capturing myself. I wanted the summer
job, I wanted to make some money and go out to
the disco, but at the same time I was focused on
something else, something greater. I was exploring
my emotions, my life and inner psyche through my
camera,’ he says.
Though McKell’s photographs of Weymouth
now serve as a social record, depicting the cusp
of a new era and the end of the glory days of the
great 1970s British seaside resort, they also acted
as his own private diary. Those first images were,
perhaps unconsciously to him at the time, distinctly
about the photographer. ‘My work is, in a way,
social documentary, but it is always from a personal
point of view and with a personal connection,’
he explains.
Although this first body of work is ultimately
experimental, it highlights his emerging interest
in a certain type of subject. McKell focuses on
people from the margins of society in the Weymouth
pictures – adolescents, the working class and the
older generation. As well as discovering his
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aesthetic, at the same time he begins to refine his
view of the world and his voice. These images do
not strictly depict subcultures, as some of his later
work does, yet they do show what can be described
as sub-societies.
Leaving Weymouth for London by the late 1970s,
McKell had been working at a small design firm
but, as the political situation led to an economic
turn for the worse, he was made redundant.
Although offered another job in a design company,
he took this opportunity to focus on photography
and started to evaluate the complexities of the city
for his next project.
While still at school in the late 1960s, when he
was just 13, he went to a Bristol City football match
with a friend’s father. McKell was seated high up in
the privileged environment of the Chairman’s Box,
but way below, behind the goal, he was entranced
by a mob of three thousand chanting fans, kicking
their boots against the back of the terrace. ‘The
sight of these lads and the sound they were making
was the most exciting thing I’d ever seen in my life
to that point,’ he says.
Most of them were early skinheads wearing
gingham shirts, braces and Dr. Martens with
extreme cropped hair. He realised that’s where he
wanted to be – not a detached, isolated, safe
observer, but right there, in the midst of the people.
Inspired by their graphic, minimal style and their
‘adolescent confidence and posture,’ he quickly
adopted the skinhead dress code. Shortly after
that first game, McKell went back to the ground,
snuck in to a home match and immersed himself
in the crowd.
Although his affiliation with football hooligans
was short-lived and that initial skinhead scene
had long since faded away with the divided politics
of post-colonial Britain in decline, there was an
explosion of young, radical communities and the
skinhead revival began in 1978. Living in London
and searching for his next subject, McKell was
immediately drawn to this resurgence. Although
no longer personally involved in the scene, he
approached it with his prior knowledge and
intimacy, but also, as he had been able to in
Weymouth, with distance. ‘I knew that photography
was a graphic medium. Skinheads would provide
a strong silhouette to create a style of images that
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were almost abstract, ultimately self-exploratory.
I identified as a skinhead, I understood skinheads.
I wasn’t being a skinhead but I was interested in
having the experience,’ he says. ‘There is one picture,
just a blurred crowd of them running towards the
camera. I was running with them, being a part
of it but looking back on them at the same time,
observing. It was as if the clock had been turned
back and I was 13 again. I turned around to see
them all at the bottom of the hill looking up at me,
looking at me for direction. They started to jump
and shout. It was as if I had entered into some kind
of ritual with them, a shamanic dance, in which I was
using their experience to identify and convey my
feelings.’
It is in these photographs of skinheads taken
in Southend-on-Sea that McKell sets himself apart
from his contemporaries of documentary and
reportage photography. Going against the moralistic
values attached to both of those genres, he is
personally involved in his photographs, at times
manipulating the scene, subject or even the crowd.
‘I knew that they knew what I was doing – it was
unspoken but understood,’ he asserts. ‘It was turning
the causative into something creative and positive.’
As the 1980s economic situation changed and the
Conservative government pursued increasingly
capitalist economic policies, the previously
depressed social status of Britain also changed.
The skinhead and punk scenes died down and,
while there were still huge pockets of unemployment
across the country, a feeling of optimism and
affluence swept yuppie England. Caught up in that
aspirational moment, McKell’s next project again
used his subjects as silhouettes to portray his own
feelings. This time he focused on the underground
nightlife culture that was emerging, examining early
post-punk warehouse parties, a precursor to the
Britpop and Britart scenes that followed. ‘I knew I’d
stumbled on an important nightlife movement that
would go on to shape British culture through the
1990s,’ he says. He then went on to run his own
parties at the infamous Westland Place, also home
to iconic club nights such as Le Beat Route and
Dirtbox, in turn creating further backdrops for his
nightlife images.
In these photographs, McKell uses the
underground scene as a symbol for his own

aspirations. In one particular image, he captures
the uncomfortable glances and unspoken sexual
tension between a soon-to-be couple sitting next to
each other in a nightclub, prior to their first conversation. They are seated in front of an expansive
window, the city stretching out behind them, the
sun just about to rise on the horizon. ‘Really the guy
in that picture is me, that is what I’m expressing.
It’s about that hedonism, a new aspiration of the era
to stay up all night surrounded by creative people.
That’s what I really understand, for me it’s about
living those moments. I’m observing but at the same
time I’m projecting,’ he explains.
Interestingly, one of McKell’s earliest cited
influences is Diane Arbus. He discovered her work
while studying at Exeter. Arbus’s images, made
during the 1950s and 1960s, were received as
accomplished social documentary. Yet at the same
time she also received criticism, most notably from
writer Susan Sontag, for her personal involvement
in them. ‘Photography implies that we know about the
world if we accept it as the camera records it,’ Sontag
wrote in her 1973 essay on Arbus, published in the
New York Review of Books. ‘But Arbus’s photographs
undercut politics... by suggesting a world in
which everybody is alien, hopelessly isolated,
immobilized in mechanical, crippled identities
and relationships.’
Although not educated in the conversation
surrounding Arbus’s work, McKell followed a similar
path, perhaps unknowingly inspired by the contact
with the subjects visible in her work. ‘Diane’s
photographs had a dark side that I recognised as
something really powerful and that I felt within
myself. It spoke to me. It spoke to my imagination.
I wouldn’t ever do a project I didn’t feel a connection
to,’ he says.
McKell continues to recognise his influences
to this day. He recently visited a group show
featuring the work of Alec Soth, WassinkLundgren
and Viviane Sassen at Hotshoe Gallery in London,
curated by Aaron Schuman, which continued the
discussion surrounding art photography and
documentary practice ‘…towards recording the “I”
instead of the “Other”, centering itself on what the
photographer’s life is rather than on what it is
not…,’ in the words of critic Andy Grundberg. In
response to this, McKell claims, ‘My work is always
about the “us” rather than the “them”.’

As British society evolved through the weakening
Thatcher government of the late 1980s and that of
her successor John Major, McKell too changed
the focal point of his work. Looking to the growing
underground fetish scene, he began the next stage
in his development. It was the mid-1990s and
another period of difficulty for Britain, this time both
social and economic, as the rich and poor divide
grew and attention was diverted to the first Gulf War.
Never consciously trying to directly document
the political, McKell continued to search for that
hedonism and adventure which he had consistently
connected with. The pure theatricality of the fetish
scene provided this. Some participants sought
sexual arousal, while others simply appreciated
the flamboyance and the associated glamour. Here
he was interested in capturing ‘the psychological
parameters of what “fetish” meant, going beyond
sex and costume to something much deeper.’
The fetish images taken by McKell show the
evolution of nightlife in London, which in turn could
be viewed as a symbol for the city’s social climate.
There is an air of intellectual and financial affluence
attached to sexual freedom, and it is this that McKell
highlighted: ‘I liked the democratic values of the
fetish world. Whether young, old or disabled – all
were welcome to join. No pun intended, but people
were tied together by their love of rubber, leather,
PVC and the bizarre theatricality of kinky sex.’
Again, these photographs are personal, an
exploration of McKell’s own sexuality and his interest
in representing his individuality and identity, but at
the same time they clearly depict the beginnings
of a changing society. While he was still using the
subjects of the pictures as symbols to reveal and
express himself, it was at this point that the context
of his work itself changed, becoming more
experimental. ‘I became interested in the romantic
notion of photography as a series of self-exploratory
projects that take me places both physically and
metaphorically,’ he explains. ‘Whether it is from the
fetish scene or a gangster’s lingerie party, for me
it’s about sharing that experience. I’m not a couch
potato, I wanted to go out there and have my
own adventures.’
Through his choice of later subjects, McKell
has delved into a wide variety of different groups,
examining everything from glamour models,
gangsters and their parties to nomadic travellers
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living off the grid, quintessentially British dandies,
countryside carnivals and quiet suburban life.
Although the core subject may have changed since
his early work, the notion of what he is looking for
has remained. Throughout his career McKell has
searched for, documented and become intrinsically
involved with people living under the surface of
society, and is proud to do so. His subjects are
unafraid to present their true personalities, united
in a search for something to take them outside of
mass culture’s perceived normality. ‘I think
subculture is only part of the picture,’ he says.
‘There are characters in my work that are really
about a sense of self, about creativity and
eccentricity. They are not copying something
else or being part of a gang, it is about something
genuinely and authentically them. That is what
I think represents true Britishness.’
Viewing McKell’s images, it is possible to read
them as a visual history depicting key moments
in Britain, tying together the political and sociopolitical during the past 35 years. It is important
to remember, though, that his body of work is not
exhaustive, objective or in any way definitive –
and nor does he ever want it to be. This book
unashamedly includes a bevy of his friends and
family: McKell’s sister Jane and her husband
Kevin, his daughter Jasmine, Jasmine’s cousin
Bruce, Vivienne Westwood and her eldest son Ben,
childhood friend and art college peer Julian Woollatt
and, on the cover, photographer Alice Hawkins.
When questioned about the political context
or the ideologies behind the groups that he has
photographed, McKell does not answer about his
own personal work but refers to that of painters and
sculptors Francis Bacon, Lucien Freud, Tim Noble
and Sue Webster, amongst others. When asked
whether he looks into the political meaning of
their work, he responds, ‘As an artist I am not so
interested in the politics or social parameters. I am
more interested in the experience of living itself,
I’m interested in the existential, in what makes me
tick. I’m telling my story not theirs,’ he exclaims.
In the tradition of the great British storyteller,
McKell uses his photographs to decode the bigger
picture, picking apart society by using the experience of his characters. This aside, his work is in
one sense a brief visual history of British culture,
but equally it is and always has been his diary,
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and his version of events. The images are used
to tell his story, explain how he felt, how he feels
and, more than occasionally, are affected by his
presence or actions. In the way that he directs us
to visual artists rather than discussing the politics
of his own work, his photographs can be seen as
his paintings. The subjects in them are his visual
symbols and ultimately the images are constructs,
telling his story, as he sees it.

The photographs in this book come from a number of projects and were taken
over the last 35 years, from 1977 to the present. The extended series have been
edited into a collection that reflects my background growing up and working in
Britain. They document the people, events and movements that have shaped
me as a photographer.
Iain McKell
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Weymouth, 1977

Malcolm with his mother, Weymouth, 1977
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Weymouth, 1977

Ginger with friend, Exeter, 1978
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